REGIONAL WORKSHOP ON WASTE MANAGEMENT AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT

09-10 May 2023, the regional workshop on Waste Management and Wastewater Treatment was held at The Russelior Hotel in South Hammamet-Tunisia in cooperation with Lamor Corporation.

The workshop was animated by Petri Vansen, Director, Material and recycling technologies and Mika Pusstinen; Business Development Manager - Middle East and Africa from Lamor Corporation.

The event gathered 30 delegates from MOIG members, relevant Tunisian stakeholders, waste processing company and engineering firm such as: AMAL, ANPE, ANGED, APO, EAM, ENI Tunisia, ETAP, OMMP, SEREPT, TOPIC S.A, TRAPSA and TPS.

The main objectives of this regional workshop were to present environmental solutions, best practices and new technologies for waste management and material recycling as well as to learn about industrial water treatment and various process chemicals.

The workshop programme included sessions hinged around the following topics: Marpol wastes, waste technology, wastewater treatment and underground water treatment.

In addition, a series of videos were presented illustrating case studies and projects on solid wastes and water treatment performed by Lamor Corporation in Guyana, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

The Management Committee Members would like to thank Lamor corporation representatives for the high quality topics provided to participants and greatly appreciated their professionalism and expertise, thereby contributing to the success of this event.
MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING N°22

09 May 2023, the MOIG Management Committee Meeting N°22 took place at the Russelior Hotel in South Hammamet-Tunisia.

This meeting was attended by Mahmoud Kamour; Chairman; Hatem Ben Khelil; ETAP representative; Malek Kallel; SEREPT representative and Houcine Mejri; MOIG Director.

During this meeting, the Management Committee Members approved the agenda of the meeting and the minutes N°21 and discussed the financial situation at 05 May 2023, membership fees payment, biennal programme 2023-2024 and other points.

NEW UPDATE ON MOIG ACTIVITIES 2022-2023 IN THE UIA’s YEARBOOK

15 May 2023, the Mediterranean Oil Industry Group (MOIG) updated its activities information requested annually by the Union of International Associations (UIA).

UIA is a not-for-profit research institute founded in 1907 to promote the work of International associations. Its primary task is the collection and dissemination of information on international associations, fulfilled largely by its two main publications: the Yearbook of International Organizations and the International Congress Calendar.

MOIG has been registered in the UIA’s Yearbook of International Organizations in 2000 and sends every year to UIA an update on its activities, members, technical partners, publications, Intergovernmental Organization (IGO) and Non Governmental Organizations NGO relations.

MOIG updated its activities 2022-2023 and also responded to UIA Survey on International Association Meeting Issues – 2023, including 17 questions related to holding of major international meetings, numbers of delegates, cancelling, postponing and rescheduling of major events in 2022-2023, the impact of the pandemic situation on the use of the social media, the issues of the technologies challenges, the impact of the pandemic and its effects on MOIG.

MEETING MOIG - AQUAQUICK

18 May 2023, a meeting was held in MOIG office between MOIG Director and representatives of AQUAQUICK North Africa.

The main objective of this meeting was to debate topics related to oil spill preparedness and response in the Mediterranean region.

This meeting was also a good opportunity to undertake fruitful discussions on dispersant products and new technologies for waste management.

We were very delighted with the outcome of this meeting, MOIG and AQUAQUICK North Africa agreed to enhance exchange of information on oil spill preparedness and response.